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SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
The study deals with societal reaction to drug addiction. 
Basically, the study provides a comprehensive account ot the kinds 
of drugs used , deals with the reactions and opinions of the 30 
respondents and attempts to evaluate the effect ot societal 
reaction on the drug addict . It also provides a study of the 
Rehabilitation prograJDme of the Centre . 
The author probed into six potential areas ot labelling. 
These included the family , rel.atives , neighbours , non- addict friends , 
working colleagues and public agencies and institutions . It was 
discovered that all six potential sources of labelling were more 
likely to have negative societal. reactions rather than any positive 
outlook on the problem of drug addiction and of addicts . An attempt 
is made to perceive to what extent the negative societal reactions 
or labelling affects the respondents of the study. 
In evaluating the rehabilitation programmes of the Centre, 
the author attempts to assess arbitarily the good points and weaknesses 
of the programmes . Its basic emphasis on character modification is 
relevant to the problem of drug addiction. This ie because it gets 
to the root of the problem - the drug addict himself . 
Finally, from the gathered data and the further analysis 
ot it , the author dravs conclusions as to the success of the 
programme and how it impinges on societal reaction and its effects 
on the drug addict . 
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CHAPI'ER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Whilst this a study of societal reaction on drug 
addiction, it is necessary to know something about the drugs abused. 
The following ie an in£ormative account or the various drugs abused 
by individuals. 
Drug is defined as: 
(i) A substance used as a medicine or in making medicine 
for internal or external application. 
(ii) A substance recognised in an official pharmacopoedia 
or f'ormu1arily. 
(iii) A substance intended for use in the diagnosis , cure, 
mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease in 
man or other animals. 
(iv) A substance other than food intended to affect the 
structure or function of the body of man or other 
animals. 1 
From the above definition 0£ drugs, drugs abused could be 
defined as drugs that are misused to the apparent detriment of society. 
1Webater•e Third Nev International Dictionary, (London: G. Bell and 
Sons Ltd.), P• 695. 
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Addictive drugs are defined as : 
"drugs that caused physical changes 2 in the body, perpetuating their use". 
This means that tolerance is established in the addict 
and he needs increasing doses of the drugs to hold oft withdrawal 
symptoms or to attain the s ame degree of satisfaction from its use. 
The Types of Drugs that are Abused in Our Society 
The popular drugs that are misused are alcohol, marijuana, 
amphetamine , opium , morphine and heroin. 3 
Mari juana 
Marijuana is known locally as ganja or grass and is most 
widely used. It is classified legally as narcotic but medically as 
4 hallucinogen drugs. If it is proper ly used, marijuana has useful 
medical purposes . It could be used as an anaesthetic in sur gical 
operations, to relieve pain in labour and child birth . However, 
nowadays it is totally discarded as a medical devices in favour of 
drugs that are more predictable and medically superior . 
2Ia.urie , Peter, Drugs , Medica l , Psychological and Social Facts . 
{Middlesex, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 2nd edition, 1971) , p . 9. 
3In this study of drug abuse and addiction, alcohol is not considered. 
4The term •narcotic ' refers to opium and pain- killing drugs made 
from opium , such as heroin, morphine , paregoric and codeine . 
Several synthetic drugs such as bemerol and polophine are also 
classed as narcotics. Cocaine and marijuana are classified legally 
but not chemically as narcotic drugs. 
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Marijuana is obtained by crushing or chopping dried 
leaves and flowering shoots of the female hemp plant - ' cannabis 
sativa •. Marijuana may be smoked as cigrattes or mixed and 
ingested with food or liquids . Its subjective effects are sudden, 
unexplainable hilarity {e . g . giggling) , feeling of contentment and 
relaxation and distorted perception. However, in contrast to its 
'high ', marijuana user also has its 'downs ' that is the user may 
suddenly shift from a state of gaiety to that of depression and 
anxiety . 
A stick of ganja or marijuana sold illegally can cost 
around 12.00 to S3.oo. It is not an addictive drug. 
Amphetamine 
Amphetamines are commonly known ao pills or mx's locally . 
There are many brands of amphetamines available locally. The most 
common of them that a r e abused a r e Benzedrin or better known as 
'bennies' . 
Amphetamine stimulates the central ner vous system and 
pr oduces euphoria, energy, a l ertness and endurance. Whilat it does 
not produce physi cal dependence, a to1erance develops and larger 
and larger doses are required to achieve the desired effect . Mx 
pills cost about s1 . 20 each illegally. Amphetamines are classified 
as stimulants . 
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Heroin , Opium 1 Morphine 
All of the above are narcotics and are dangerous and highly 
addictive . They are also •totally escapist' drugs in the sense 
that the relief and ' high' experienced from use of them encourages 
and reinforces their repeated use. 
Opium has been used for centuries in Asia and Africa as 
an euphoriant . It is taken from the unripe seed capsules of the 
opium poppy. Mor phine (an active chemical in opium) is extracted 
from opium. In turn, heroin is a semi- synthetic derivature of 
morphine . It is simple and inexpensive to produce and is more 
potent than morphine or opium . 
Morphine is used medicall7 as a effective pain-killer , 
vhereae opium and heroin have no medical value . 
Opium and morphine are u.sed through smoking. There are 
however , several ways of taking her oin. It may be mixed with 
tobacco and smoked , sniffed , ' chased •, or in extreme cases of 
addiction, injected directly int o the blood-stream. 
' Chasing ' ie a slang word for inhaling the fumes of heroin 
as it is melted over a small fire . In a serious case of addiction 
wher e the addict needs plenty of heroin to maintain the euphoria, 
injection of heroin is usual since wastage does not occur. 
Injection of heroin is also more effective as the heroin passes 
directly into the blood- stream . 
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O! the three drugs, heroin addiction is more widespread 
in our ~ociety. It is sold illegally in powder form in small tubes. 
Prices are 3.00 for ~ tube, 16 for ~ tube and $9. 00 tor a full 
tube. opium and morphine are cheaper than heroin. 
Table 1.1 Retail Price of Specific Drugs 
-
- -
. 
-
--
-
Drugs Price Per lb. 
Raw opium $200 
-
8250 
Morphine 12, 000 - 12, 500 
Heroin No. 3 12,500 - t3,ooo 
0 Heroin No . 4 16,000 
-
S8, ooo 
-
- . 
. . 
- -
Source: Zainal Adzam bin Abdul Ghani: 
Social and Legal Aspects of Drug 
Abuse in Malaysia, Graduation 
Exercise, Ie.v Faculty, University of 
Malaya. 
Heroin is also the most destructive drug. Results of 
heroin addiction is withdrawai symptoms when it is discontinued. 
Withdrawal symptoms are anxiety, body aches, abdominal and other 
muscular cramps and vomiting. However, withdrawal s~ptoms are 
not as serious as they thought to be. Anxiety and tenseness arises 
from the individual's expectations of undergoing great physical 
pain during vithdraval. Withdrawal symptoms appear in addicted 
person about 18 hours after the drug has been discontinued. The 
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drug also depresses certain areas of the brain and may reduce 
feelings of hunger , thirst and sex drive. Because heroin addicts 
do not usually feel hungry, they often lose a considerable amount 
of weight and their hospitalisation may include treatment for 
malnutrition. 
Heroin addiction may be remedied medically by drug 
substitution (one of the drugs is methadone). The non- medical cure 
for heroin addiction is abstinence . Addicts which can be kept under 
supervision and without drugs for around 7 days or eo could be 
restored to normal metabolic state . It may take another 3 months of 
rest, good food and exercise to get back to normal health . 
The drug problem in Malaysia is serious . The tables below 
show the amount of drugs seized by law enforcement agencies and the 
number of individuals prosecuted for drug offences . 
Table 1. 2 Seizure of Drugs by All Law Enforcement Agencies 
in Malaysia in Kilograms 
Raw Prepared Year Opium Opium Morphine Heroin 
1970 2, 248. 415 39. 575 64. 921 0. 208 
1971 1, 360. 964 42.07 7. 542 0. 928 
1972 1, 340. 818 29. 995 78. 755 2. 644 
1973 2,391 . 345 57.982 77.589 19. 023 
1974 1,227.782 24. 444 9.535 26. 47 
1975 826. 253 84. 546 28 . 546 85. 9 
# Refer to the number of plants seize . 
• Ref er to the number of tablets seize . 
Ganja Ganja Plant# 
1, 446 . 738 4, 418 
3,819.167 10, 191 
1,282. 298 5, 621 
1,004. 689 47 , 401 
396. 073 5, 141 
415.43 84, 324 
Psycho-
tropic 
Pi11s• 
2, 349 
1,524 
11 , 419 
45 , 254 
29 ,728 
57, 112 
Source: Zainal Adzam bin Abdul Ghani; Social and Legal Aspects of 
Drug Abuse in Malaysia, Graduation Exercise, Law Faculty , 
University of Malaya . 
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Table 1.3 Success of the Preventive Branch ot the Royal 
Malaysian Custom and Excise in Relation to 
Persons Prosecuted on Drug Offence 
No. ot Persons No. of Persons Fines Fines Year Prosecuted Convicted Paid 
1974 46 29 122,000 119,000 
1975 43 29 110,400 • 5,500 
1976 11 6 I 1, 150 s 1,150 
(Up to 
Karch) 
Source: Zainal Adzam bin ~dbul Ghani: Social and Legal Aspects 
of Drug Abuse in Malaysia. 
The Study 
Scope 
The study is based on certain aspects of the 'labelling' 
theory or 'societal reaction' theory. The societal reaction theory 
deals with two fundamental problems: the social production ot 
deviance and the effect of labelling on behaviour. 
Aima 
-
1) To find out whether the inmates experienced any negative form of 
labelling before admission into the rehabilitation centre. 
2) It so, what was the extent of labell.ing, the sources of labelling 
and how does it arise. 
3) How they could avoid being so labelled. 
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4) The effects of being so labelled and their response to the 
label. 
5) (a) To find out the methods o~ drug rehabilitation. 
(b) To find out the attitudes of the inmates towards the 
rehabilitation programmes. 
(c) An evaluation of the rehabilitation programmes. 
Source of Data 
The data for the study vas obtained from the inmates and 
sta~fs of the Pusat Pertolongan, a rehabilitation centre in Batu Gajah 
and Kampu.ng Berchamt Ipoh. This centre was chosen on the basis that: 
1) it has a sizable population of ex-drug addicts. 
2) it has a rehabilitation program. 
Methodologz 
The methods of data collection comprise of interviews, 
questionnaires and non-participation observation. A sample vas 
taken from the total population of 175 inmates. Since senior inmates 
may have different attitudes towards the rehabilitation programmes 
as compared to more junior inmates, a stratified random sample was 
taken according to the 'houses' of rehabilitation. (There are 
altogether 6 'houses' of rehabilitation, refer to Chapter 5). 
A simple random sample was taken from each stage of 
rehabilitation and the subsamples add up to 25 persons. Name of 
all inmates in each house vas taken and the required subsample was 
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chosen by the lottery method. Al together 4 inmates were chosen 
from each house with the exception of 5 inmates from the moat senior 
house (Pusat Kemajuan) . 
However t the nature and intensity of labelling may differ 
according to sex. Since at the time of the study there were only 
5 female inmates, all the girls were included into the sample which 
then totalled 30 (7. 1496 of the populati on) . 
Stratified random sampling was used because the centre 
was divided into 6 ' houses • of rehabilitation . Each house has 
separate identities and therefore subsamples are needed. 
For data collection, open- ended questionnaires were used 
because it al!ovs the respondents to talk freely about their past 
experiences . It also permits the respondents to answer in their 
own terms and in their own frame of reference . Interviews and non-
participation observations were used for gathering data on the 
centre's rehabilitation programmes . lastly, interviews was used 
to gather information on the inmates attitudes towards the programmes. 
In measuring the extent of labelling , 6 sources of 
labelling Yere considered, labelling from: 
i) parents . 
ii) relatives . 
iii) neighbours . 
iv) non-addict friends . 
v) working colleagues. 
rl) public institutions and agencies. 
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The extent of knowledge of the respondents' addiction and 
the nature of the reactions by the above sources were investigated. 
For example, a respondent which had experienced much labelling would 
be known to take drugs by all or most of hie non-addict friends and 
lost of friends would be inevitable . Attitudes of the respondents 
towards rehabilitation would be classified in termsof favourable, 
unfavourable or indifference. By gathering the attitudes of the 
respondents and through non- participation observation, the author 
would make an evaluation of the rehabilitation programmes . 
Problems in Data Collection 
Firstly, there was the problem of reliability. Some 
respondents tend to give distorted answers to too personal questions . 
In some cases , responses may also be exaggerated. 
Secondly, there was the problem of response. Although 
the majority of the respondents wer e extremely co- operative , a 
handful resisted personal questions . 
Attempts wer e made t o over come the problem of rel iabil ity 
and response with the use of cross- interviews and asking the same 
questions again in a mor e indir ect manner (which is one advantage 
of using open- ended questionnair e) . 
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Theor£tical Framework 
The Ia.belling Theory 
Until recently in the study of deviance, little attention 
baa been paid to societal reactions to deviance . The study of 
deviance had then focused on several theories regarding social-
structural forces thought to produce deviance. Most of these 
theories regarded deviance as behaviour which violates a common 
cultural value system or norms shared by most citizens . And that 
this deviance disrupts social equilibrium. HoweTer , with the 
introduction of the labelling approach or societal reaction 
approach, deviance is seen as problematic and a matter of eocial 
definition, because the standards or norms which are violated are 
not universal or unchanging. Since its introduction, the label1ing 
approach to crime has been receiving the heaviest attention in 
theoretical and research literature. 
The approach rejects genetic, psychological or multi-
factoral accounts of crime which stress the absolute nature of the 
causes of criminality or deviat ion. Labelling theorists stress on 
the nature ot social rules and the labels aimed at individuals 
which contradicts such rules . They are interested in the social 
production of deviance and the effects of labelling on behaviour. 
With regard to the latter aspect, labelling theorists feel that 
deviance is the result of social judgement imposed on persoll8 by 
a s~cial audience. 
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The pioneer of the labelling approach is Tennenbaum . 
In 1938, Tannenbaum published a statement that was to become a 
landmark of what is now known as either the labelling or societal 
reaction perspective . 
"The process of making the criminal is a process 
of tagging, defining, identifying , segregating, 
describing, emphasisi ng, making conscious and 
self- conscious , it becomes a way of stimulating, 
suggesting, emphasising and evoking the very 
traits that are complained of 11. 5 
The next major development in the labelling perspective 
is found in Lemert ' s book Social Pathology {1951) . One major 
distinction introduced by Lemert is that between primary deviation 
and secondary deviation . These concepts reflect his concern vith 
deviance as a social process and with the impact of societal 
reactions on the individual. In dealing with primary and secondary 
deviation, Lemert has two main problems in hand. 
1) How deviant behaviour or iginates . 
2) How deviant acts are symbolically attached to 
persons and the effective consequences of such 
attachment for s ubsequent deviation on the part 
of the person. 
5Frank Tannenbaum , Crime and the Community, (Boston: Ginn 1938) , 
P• 19. 
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For Lemert primary deviation is: 
"assumed to arise i n a wide variety of social, 
cultural and psychological contexts, and at 
beet to have only marginal implications for 
the psychic structure of the individual 
••• • •• • • Secondary deviation is deviant 
behaviour or social roles based upon it , 
which becomes a means of defence , attack or 
adaptation to the overt and covert problems 
created by the social reaction to primary 
deviation11. 6 
Lemert further defines secondary deviation as : 
" •••••••• a special class of socially defined 
responses , which people make to problems 
created by the societal reactions to their 
deviance". 7 
An example of a deviant vhich progress from primary 
deviation to secondary deviation would help clarify Lemert •s 
concepts . Heavy drinking of a l cohol, for example , would be 
initially attributed to a variety of personal reasons , tor 
example, death of a loved one , feeling of failure , group pressures, 
escapism and many other reasons . As long as heavy drinking can be 
tol erated and incor porated into a n otherwise non- deviant image , 
the deviant behaviou~ will remain primar y and have litt l e or no 
consequences for the individual or those viewing his or her 
behaviour . This is often true as in our society. Heavy drinking 
could be easi ly concealed . A good example would be the social 
drinkers . 
6Edvin H- Lemert , Social Pathology: A Systematic Approach to the 
Theory of Sociopathic Behaviour (N. J .: McGraw- Bill, 1951) , PP• 75-76. 
?Lemert , Human Deviance , Social Problems and Social Control, 2nd ed., 
(New York: Englewood Cl iff, Prentice Hall, 1972) , p . 63. 
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On the other hand, should drinking draw adverse reactiorus 
from others, it is possible that drinking can eventua1ly attributed 
not to the original cause but to nev problems created by those 
unfavourable reactions . At this point , deviance becomes secondary. 
For example, the social drinker may lose control of himself and 
behave in such an obvious way that others began to react 
unfavourably towards him . He may then increase his drinking as a 
means of defence , for example , he may alienate himself and drink 
more heavily. 
The causes of primar y deviation according to Lemert are 
Wide and varied. And according to Howard s . Becker, another 
profound labelling theorist , most people experience imp~lses to 
deviate but secondary deviation is different in the eenee that the 
original causes of the deviation recede and give way to the central 
importance of the disapproving, degradational and labelling reactions 
of society. 
However, not all pr imary deviance escalates to secondary 
deviation. The possibilities of devel opment of secondary deviance 
are as follows : 
1) primary deviation . 
2) societal penalties . 
3) further primary deviation. 
4) stronger penalties and rejections . 
5 ) further deviation which may involve hostilities and 
resentments focusing on those doing the penalising . 
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6) Crisis reached in the tolerance quotient which 
results in forma1 actions by the communi ty 
stigmatising of the deviant . 
7) Strengthening of deviant conduct as a reaction 
to the stigmatisation and penalties . 
8) Utimate acceptance of deviant social statue and 
eff orte at adjustment on the basis of the 
8 
associated role . 
In his book The Outsider (1963) , Becker argued that there 
is no automatic , fired and invariant relationship between behaTiouria1 
act and societal reactions to the conduct as deviant . 
"Behaviours that would be identified publicly 
as deviant varies in a ccordance with time at 
which they occur , the place where they 
transpire , and the individuals who observe 
the conducts 11. 9 
For instance , in wartime the ta.king of life may be 
identified as one ' s patriotic duty. However, killing for personal 
gain or revenge in time of peace would bound to draw adverse 
r eactions from society. Also prior to tho introduction in the 
United Kingdom of th~ breathal yser test, it waa legal to drive 
with a certain amount of alcohol in the blood . However , with the 
introduction of the test, it was suddenly illegal to drive when 
8temert , Social Pathologz, P• 76 . 
9uoward s . Becker, The Outsider, (New York: Free Press of Glencos , 
1963), P • 22. 
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alcohol content in the blood reaches a certain limit. llence, people 
with a particular amount of alcohol in their blood-stream would be 
labelled as drunken drivers by the police or courts of justice. 
Becker goes on to emphasize t he distinction between rule-
breaking and deviance, noting that many people who are rule-breakers 
do not receive a deviant lebel, while others who have committed no 
rule-breaking acts may be mistakenly labelled deviant . 
"Deviance •••••• is the product of a process 
which involves responses of other people to 
the behaviour •• •••••• whether a given act 
is deviant or not depends in part on the 
nature of the act and in part on what other 
people do about it . • •• ••• • yet it might 
be worthwhile to ref er to such behaviour 
as rule-breaking and reserve the term 
deviant for those labelled as deviant by a 
segment of society''• 10 
For those rule-breakers which are not labelled, Becker 
calls them 'secret deviants• . One of Becker's major contribution 
is his stress on the temporal patterning of deviant behaviour, 
arguing that sociologists ought to pay particular attention to 
sequential model of deviance . That is the orderl1 changes in the 
action of people over time . Here he offers the concopt of deviant 
careers and career contingencies as an explanation of career 
development . 
10Ibid., P• 14. 
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Career contingency is a factor or a set of influences 
which results in the movement of a career from one position to 
another in a career pattern. Deviant career is caused by the 
processes and variables which sustain a pattern Of deviance over 
a lengthy period of time . According to Becker, the most crucial 
step in the process of building a stable pattern of deviant 
behaviour is the experience of being caught and publicly labelled 
as a deviant . 
Hence it is clear that the labelling theorists are 
concerned with social attributes and how these attributes affect 
the way others respond to an act of primary deviance. Being 
labelled deviant by a social audience or agencies of social control 
can change one~conception of self and lead the individual to deviant 
roles . In this case the labelling theorists are influenced by 
George Mead . labelling theorists said that the self is a social 
construct , that the way which we act and we see ourselves as 
individuals are the result of the way in which other people act 
towards us . Therefore, if people see us as somewhat strange or 
different, then we are likely to begin to thinking of ourselves as 
different . 
Originally, the word 'stigma' was used to refer to obvious 
physical deformities or marks, however in the labelling approach, 
it r efers to any attribute of a person which can be negatively 
evaluated . According to Erving Goffman, the term ' stigma' is used 
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to refer to an attribute that is deeply discrediting . He stated 
that there are three different types of stigma. 
First , there are abominations of the body - the various 
physical deformities . 
Next , there are blemishes of indi vidual character 
perceived as weak will, domineering or unnatural passions , 
treacherous and rigid beliefs and dishonesty, these being inferred 
from known r ecord of , for example , mental disorder, unemployment , 
suicidal attempts and racial political behaviour . 
Finally, there are the t r ibal stigma of race, nation 
and religion, these being stigma that can be t r ansmitted through 
11 lineages and equally contaminate all members of a family . 
Labelling theorists state that once a person is stigmatised 
as a result of being labelled a deviant he would be seen as 
untrustworthy and alienated. Thus , labelling effectively limits 
the deviant ' s contact with the legitimate world and make contacts 
with the illegitimate appear as more acceptable alternatives . 
Also the deviant may alter his or her self- concept and so assume a 
deviant role . La.belling as such coul d lead to a deviant career and 
the final step is movement into an organised deviant group which 
provides support for deviant behaviour . 
11Erving Goffman, Stigma (Penguin 1968) , P• 14. 
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For example , an individual who is openly labelled a 
homosexual may be alienated from society which sees him as abnormal . 
He may then use his label agressively to fend off adverse criticisms 
of a heterosexual society. Therefore, he would socialise with 
his own homosexual peer groups and thus assume n deviant role 
resulting in the development of a deviant career . 
Once an individual is labelled as deviant , his or her 
deviant status will act as a master statue which wi l l deter mine how 
others will act towards him or her across the entire range of social 
interactions which have no relation to his or her deviant behaviour 
at all . 12 For example , homosexuals would be discriminated when 
they seek employment . labelling theorists assume that once a 
person is labelled as deviant , he would be permanently treated as a 
deviant by others and that his deviant status would be irreversible . 
The study by Richard D. Schwartz and Jerome H. Skolmick13 
on the effects of a Criminal Court r ecord on the employment 
oppor tunities of the unskill ed , confirmed the fact that once an 
i ndividual ie labell ed as deviant, he woul d be put into an 
12walter R. Gove : The La.belling Perspective: An Overview in 
W.R . Gove: The Labelling of Deviance (ed), (New Yor k , John Wiley 
and Sona , 1975) , P • 13. 
13Richard D. Schwartz and Jerome H. Skolmick, "A Study of Two 
Legal Stigma" in Howard Becker (ed) , The Other Side 1 Per spective 
o~ Deviance , (London : Callier- MacMillan , 1964) , pp. 105- 110 . 
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unfavourable social context such that his or her deviant role would 
be permanent. 
In the study, four employment folders were prepared. In 
all the folders the applicant was described as a thirty-two years 
old single male of unspecified race, with high school training in 
mechanical trade, a maintenance worker and handyman. The four 
folders differ only in the applicant's record of criminal 
involvement. The first folder indicated that the applicant has 
been convicted and sentenced for assault, the second stated that he 
has been tried for assault and acquitted, the third also tried and 
acquitted but with a letter from the judge certifying the finding 
ot not guilty and thus reaffirming his innocence. The fourth folder 
made no mention of any criminal record. 
A sample of 100 eaployers was used forming 4 groups of 
25 employers each. The 4 groups were shovn different employment 
!older and was asked whether the employers would use the man as 
described in the folder. 
Ot the 25 employers shown the 'no record folder•, 9 gave 
positive responses. The group shovn the •convict folder' only 1 gave 
positive response. Finally, the group of employers approached with 
the 'accused but acquitted' applicant, only 3 offered jobs. 
The findings shoved that conviction is a powerful form of 
labelling vhich leads to status degradation. The individuals 
accused but acquitted of assault had almost as much trouble finding 
a job as the one which was convicted. Hence, labelling is also 
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applicable to those vho had experienced court procedures, regardless of 
whether the7 are guilty or not. 
Lat>elli.Dg theorists are in a va;y peaaimiata in that they 
argue that correctional institutions such as prisons, rehabilitation 
centres, training school• and criainal justice inatitu.tiona such aa the 
criminal court actually pah individuals further into crime. They 
also state that such institutions have several negative consequences on 
the deviant like 'Labelling'. Aleo people with higher status are more 
likely to fend off unfavourable reactions from others and thus avoids 
secondarf deviations. 
Sn!IWl1ng up, the labelling perspective differ& from the 
normal approach to the •tud.T ~ deviance b7 concentrating on the effect 
ot societal reaction on deviants instead of etudying deviance aa the 
violation of social noras or legal noJ."118. In this aapect the labelling 
perspective claims to explain vey certain persons and not others are 
la.belled as deviant. Tbe7 argued that onoe a person ha.a been labelled 
the person would experience a inferior statue which further lea.de hill 
into criminality. Thu.a he or she ~ould develop a deviant self- image 
baaed on the ilaage re~eived through the reactions or othera and once 
deviance beoo•• aeoond&.17, it is irreversible. Un
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Operational Framework 
Tbe concept ot secondary deviant vould be applied. 
According to Lemert (1951), being labelled vould change one's 
conception of self and lead the indirtd.ual to a dertant role and 
fillalq into a deTiant career. In this aspect, the author vould tind 
out whether the respondents have develop arrr form or secondary 
deviation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PUSAT PERTOLONGJlh IT'S HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Pusat Pertolongan baa its roots in earl.7 1973 and vas founded 
by &icik Yacob Abdul Rahman (then known as James Wilham Scholer). 
In early 1973, the Church of Our Lady' of Perpectual Help of 
Ipoh Garden, Ipoh formed various counsels concerning the formation of 
action group to care for the needs of 1 ts parishioners. Encik Yacob 
e. Yoluntered to head the counsels concerning youth problems and advisory. 
I> 
Verr soon betveen ~ and June 1973, a group of Toluoteere interested 
in oounaelli.ng ot youtha vas formed and with the help ot Datuk Dr. M. 
Mahadevan, lectures and evening session.a were formed to look into 
problems concernillg TOUtha. 
On 29th June 1973, an addict approached Encik Yacob and 
asked for hie help. Soon the friends of the addict came to know about 
Encik Yaoob and the7 also requested for his help. Enoik Yacob together 
with the medical assistant provided by Dr • .Maha.devan kept the addicts 
in their homes and homes of their friends . However, the number of 
addicts soon became too nuaeroua and hence on 4th December 1973 Enoik 
Yacob setted up a home tor them in Bo. 154, Gopeng Lane, Ipoh. 
A. Board was soon established to run the place and the Board 
of Me•bere of the Pariah Counaell vas formed. The Boa.rd and the centre 
at Gopeng Lane came under the Catholic Welfare Ser...ice. 
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RoveTer,&>.cik Yacob realised that treatment confined to 
detoXi.t'ication and coUD9elliDg vaa not sufficient a.a the relapse rate 
&llOJ:lg the addict• vaa almost 1°°". 'lberefore in JuJ.7 1974, he left for 
Jllanila and underwent an intenaiTe courae froa the Drue .lddict 
Rehabilitation Foundation (D.A.R.E. ) and he implemented the therapeutic 
aethods o~ D.A.R.E. 
At the aaae ti.Ile the population at the centre bad increased 
and a new premise in l.ampung l3ereb.am, Ipoh waa rented to cope with 
the grovin.g population. In June 1975, residents ot the Jturpung 
.Berchaa premise vere transferred to a nev premise, alao in Kampung 
Berohaa. '!be nev .Bercham centre waa ba.ilt b7 the Ipoh Garden Building 
Societ)- on a piece o! land donated b7 the !oiwtr Menter! Beaa.r ot 
Perak, Tan Sri Haji Iamaruddin. 
Hove•er in 1975 both the centre at Gopeng Land and l.ampung 
.Berchaa were inadequqe to cope vith the grovi.J:lg adaiasion of add.iota. 
Another centre in Bo. 45, Gopeng Boad vaa opened and it vaa named 
Puaat Jiva Murni. In 1975, Bncik Yaoob embraced Islam and hence all 
the 3 centres vere severed from the auperviaion and controls of the 
Church. 
In 27th April 1975, the centre in No. 154, Gopeng Lane vas 
moved to a nev and bigger centre in Batu Gajah, Ipoh. Thia nev centre 
ia called the Help Centre or Pu.sat Pertolongan. ilao at the end of 
1975 there vere 15 female residents and to separate them from the 
aa.le residents, another centre in Taabun Reigtit, Ipoh vu opened. 
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Hence at the end of 1975, Pueat Pertoloagan consist of 4 centres in 
Batu Gajah, No. 45 Gopeng Road, Kampung .Berch.am and Tambun Height. 
1976 saw the transferred and closing down or Puaat Jiva Murni 
and the girl's resident to the lll&in centre at Batu Gajah on Janua.r.r 
and October respectively. 
On 19th January 1977, 12 residents of the Pu.sat Pertolonsan 
together with Encik Yacob (its Director) took a night train !%Om Batu 
Gajab to Ku.ala Lumpur to start another centre. The new centre is 
located at Bo. 606, Bu.kit Petaling and incidentally it vaa aleo called 
Pu.sat Jiwa Murni. Thia centre is meant to admit addicts from the 
Kuala 1wlpur and Petaling Ja:ra area and to act aa an attel'."-Care centre 
for inaatea whose hoae-tovn ia in Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jqa. 
Tbia centre was also run in coalition with PEMADAM (Persatuan 
Mencegah Salah8\ln& Dadah, Mala;rsia) and aleo aote ae an half va;y house 
for government servants who leaves the centre in the morning !or 
work and return later in the evening. 
However due to adainiatrative probleae and dis88'1"eements 
between the Pusat Pertolongan and PEMADAM, Puaat Pertolongan withdrew 
froa Puaat Jiwa Mu.mi in late 1977. Therefore up till the time of the 
study, Pusat Pertolongan conaiat of the ma.in centre in Batu Gajah and 
another centre in Kampung Bercham. 
Althoush initially the Pu.eat Pertolongan was purely a drug 
rehabilitation centre, it is now a rehabilitation centre for 7ouths 
vho need social help. Since its foundation, the centre'• population 
had increased tremendously. It had a population of only 66 residents 
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during ita pioneering ;year in 1973 and ita population inoreaaed to a 
record or 460 in 1975. 
The following table• shoved the centre's population, the 
reapondent•a age and 1111.rit&l status, the racial coapoeition of the 
reapondenta and the t;ype of drugs used b7 the reapondenta. 
Table 2.1 '«9 Croups of Pusat Pertolongan'a Population !ro• 1973 to 1977 
Year 
-'Be in Yea.re 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 (Up to Mq) 
14 - 18 15 35 67 11 8 
19 - 23 }5 59 172 63 52 
24 - 28 14 121 137 67 76 
29 - 33 2 70 58 17 25 
:54 - }8 0 5 26 7 15 
Total Population 66 290 460 165 170 
::>ouroea Cenaus Sheeta, Research Department, Pueat Pertolongan. 
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Table 2.2 Racial Composition of .Pusat Pertolongan'a Population 
from 1973 to 1978 
Year 
Race 
' 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 (to May) 1978 (to March) 
lfalqs 
' 
4 13 97 55 45 41 
Chinese 43 226 287 87 106 102 
Indians 12 25 61 18 15 22 
Others 11 7 26 15 5 4 10 
Ir 
Total 
i 66 290 460 165 170 175 
Sources Majallah Ma.lam Taullah, Puaat Pertololl88Jl. 
Table 2.3 fypes of Drugs Used by the Resident from 1914 to 1977* 
Year 
Type of Drugs Used 
1974 1975 1976 1977 (to May) 
Heroin 167 375 154 163 
Morphine 8} 50 5 4 
Opium 12 10 1 1 
Ganja 9 1 0 0 
Canabie 0 0 4 1 
Mx 15 8 1 0 
Dethidine 1 6 0 0 
Bon drug uaere 3 10 0 1 
v 
* Figures for 1973 are not available. 
Souroei Majallah Malam 'l'auliah, Pusat Pertolo.ap.n. 
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Table 2.4 Marital Statue of Resident from 1973 to 1974* 
Year 
Ma.rital Status 
1974 1975 1976 1977 (to Mq) 
Married 15 30 10 28 
Single 275 430 155 142 
-
-
.. 
-· ·- --
_,_ 
Total 290 460 165 170 
I .. 
* Figures for 1973 are not availab.le. 
Source: Jllajallah Ma.lam 'l'an.liah, Pu.sat Pertolongan. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOCIAL BACKGROUND AND DRUG ABUSE CHARACTERISTICS 
OJ' ADDICT RESPOBDER'l'S 
Social Bacyround of Reepondenta 
A sample of 30 (17.1% o! the population) respondents was taken 
from the total population of 175 1Dll8.tea. Table• 3.1 and 3.2 ahov the 
aex and racial coapoaition of the respondents. 
Table 3.1 Sex Characteristic ot Respondenta 
sex Saiple Sise Population Sise 
Male 83.3% (25) 97. 1'6 ( 170) 
J'nal• 16.7% ( 5) 2.911> ( 5) 
Total 100}6 (30) 100'6 (175) 
Table 3.2 Racial Composition of Respondents 
Race Saapl• Size Population Size 
M&lqa 23.3711 ( 1) 23.4/to ( 41) 
ChineH 70.C1}6 (21) 58.3" (102) 
Indiana 6.7% ( 2) 1a.3~ ( 32) 
Total 1~ (30) 100}6 ( 175) 
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Table 3.3 above the marital status of the respondents 
recpective.1.y. 
Table 3.3 Marital Status of Respondents 
. 
Sex Married Single !otal, N-30 
Male 3.33% (1) 80% (24) 83.33% (25) 
• ~ 
Female 0 16.67% ( 5) 16.67% ( 5) 
The age of the respondents ranged from 17 yea.rs to 30 years 
with a mean of 23 years and a standard deviation or a.9 years. 
Table 3.4 Frequency Distribution ot Reapondent'a Age 
Age in Years :Frequency (!) Mid-Point of !x d f d (td)2 Interval (x) 
17-18 1 17.5 17.5 _, 
-3 9 
19-20 10 19.5 195 -2 -20 400 
21-22 4 21.5 86 -1 
-4 16 
23-24 4 23.5 94 0 0 0 
25-26 4 25.5 102 1 4 16 
27-28 5 27.5 137.5 2 10 100 
29-30 2 29.5 59 
' 
6 36 
11•30 Z.rx-691 Z-!d.-7 Z.(!d)2-577 
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Mean, ..((, = Z f x/B 
= 691/30 
( 1 is the size o! the class interval) 
JI - 1 
• 
• • s - 2 577 - {"-72 _:_ 30J 
• 
30 - 1 
- a.9 ;years. 
Prior to their adm.ission to the centre, 26.7" (8) of the 
respondents were working. Out of the1Je, 4 are BOTernment eenanta and 
4 are private employees. The rest of the residents (73.396 or 22) vere 
unemployed before admission. However, out of these respondents, 10 had 
once been working durir'..g the tiae the7 vere on dX'Q&'a, and 5 were aohooling 
prior to admission. Un
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Drag Abuse Cbaraoteristios of Bespolidenta 
In the study all the respondents were heroin addicts. Hov••er 
the7 had tried a TB.rietT of other drags before getting addicted to heroin. 
Two reaaona var• giTen b7 the respondents !or changing to heroin, one vaa 
for a better 'kick'a 
"I vaa liltroducri to heroin by" a friend, betore 
that I vaa on ganja for 2 7eara. I tried it 
and found that the kick vaa mob better •••••• 
I atarted off (with heroin) real heaTy. Attar 
2 veeka I began to have ronni'D8 nose and felt 
vealc without heroin. I vas then having 
vithdraval 8)'1Dptoll8 without realising it". 
'ftle Hoond reason vaa that ganja. w4S getting harder to 
obtain at ti.Ma. It is obTious that the puahera were concentrating on 
the aore profitable heroin business rather than th• leas lucratiT• ga.nja. 
Table 3.5 Tn>• of Drugs !aken b7 Respondents 
Drags Respondents in " 
Ganja a3.3 (25) 
hphetamine 43.3 (13) 
Alcohol 6.7 ( 2) 
Opiua 36.7 (11) 
Morphine 
'·' ( 1) 
Heroin 100 (30) 
~o 
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The number of years the respondents were involved in drugs 
(ganja, amphetamine, alcohol, heroin, opium and morphine) racged from 
1 to 8 years with a mean 0£ 3.a years and a standard denation of 
Table 3.6 Prequenq Distri~tion or Years Spent 
on Drugs by the Respondents 
Time on DrD8s in Year Frequency 
1 
-
Under 2 2 
2 
-
Under 3 9 
3 
-
tJnder 4 6 
4 
-
tJnder 5 7 
5 
-
Under 6 3 
6 
-
Under 7 1 
1 
-
Under 8 2 
,,. 
IT-30 
'lbe length of drug addiction (time aince first recognition 
of addiction) ranged from i to 7i years vb.ich is long enouah for 
labelling to take place. Tk.t.. ~ \s 1. 'OQ.a.N ~ ,~ stO\~f'o( 
&.~l~ho~ ..cli )\ . ~ ~· 
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Table 3.7 Prequeno7 Distribution of Length of 
Addiction of Respondents 
Length of Addiction in Years Frequency 
i - Under 11 4 
1i 
-
Under 2i 9 
2i - Under 3i 9 
~ - Under 4i } 
4i - Under ~ 2 
5i - Under 6i 1 
6i - Under 7i 2 
11=30 
'Dle drugs available in the local black market are not cheap. 
A very heavy heroin addict ~ easil.7 spend between 150.00 to '80.00 
(~ to 9 tubes) on heroin daily. In the study, the respondents spent 
an aver889 of 129.40 (}i tubes) on heroin daily-, the standard deviation 
is 142.30 (5 tubes) azJd the range is from 16.oo to tao.oo (i to 9 tubes). Un
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Table 3.a Frequency Distriba.tion Showing the Amount 
of Money Spent by the Respondents on D;ruga 
Amount Spent on Drugs nrll.y, Frequency in Dollars 
5 - 14 4 
15 
-
24 8 
25 
- 34 11 
35 
-
44 4 
45 - 54 0 
55 - 64 1 
65 
- 74 1 
75 - 84 1 
N-30 
The respondents spent an averase of 5.7 months in the centre 
vith a standard deTiation of 11.4 montha. The range is 1 month to 14t 
aontha. The averag9 duration 0£ stay in order to graduate from. the 
centre is 8 montha. The longest possible duration of stay vould depend 
on the p~se of the inmates and their villlagneas to participate in 
the centre's progranaes. 
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Table 3.9 Prequency Distribution Shoving the Length 
of Time Spent b)' the Respondents in the 
Centre 
Time in Months Frequency 
1 
-
Under 3 9 
3 - Under 5 7 
5 
-
Under 7 4 
7 - Under 9 4 
9 
-
Under 11 3 
11 
-
Under 13 2 
13 
-
Under 15 1 
B-30 
. 
Table 3.10 Sn-e17 of the Drug •buu Characterietica 
or th• Respondents 
Characteriatio Jt.an :e_,. Standard. Deviation 
Age (in 7ears) 23 17 - 30 e.9 
Total ti• apent on 3.9 1 - 6 3.9 
drugs (in 7eare) 
Length of addiction 3 * -7t 4.4 (in 7eare) 
Dai~ coat ot 29.4 6 - 80 42.3 
addiction 
(in dollars) 
'1'1lle apent in the 5.7 1 - 14i 11.4 
centre (in months) 
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CHAPTER 4 
LA.BELLING AND ITS EFFECTS OB THE RESPONDENTS 
Data in this chapter vas obtained b;r interviewing 30 inmates 
f'rom the Pusa.t Pertolongan. A deviant like the alcoholic, ma_y eaail7 be 
seen as a social drinker. I>rug addiction, on the other harid, has no 
socially acceptable outlets and the ph;rsical and vithdraval symptoms 
of addiction are not so eaaily concealed.14 Supporting a drug habit also 
means that the addiot may often need to raise aoney:, legall7 or illegally.15 
The aim of' this chapter is to discover the intensity, nature 
and conaequencea of labelling or societal reactions on the respondents. 
Six possible sources of labelling vere investigateds family, relatives, 
neighbours, friends, vorlcing colleagues and public 888DCiea and 
institutions. 
The Famil:r 
The respondents are ;roung, averaging 23 yea.rs of age and only 
1 is married. .lll or them are still s~ng with their parents. As they 
have face to face contaot with other JDe11bers of their respective family 
daily, it is inevitable that sooner or later every member of the family 
would come to knov aboUt their involvement With drugs. 
14w1111aa E. McAU11ffe, l!ezond Seoondarz .Deviances llega.tive Labelling 
and Its Ef'feota on the Heroin Addict, in Walter R. Gove, The Labelling 
!J! .Deviance (ed), {Bev York, John Wiley and Sona, 1975), p.223. 
15Ibid., p. 234. 
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ill the respondents admitted that eTery member of their 
respective families knev about their habit. However, this only o.ccurred 
when the7 had de-reloped dependenc7 on drugs. Prior to the respondents 
addiction, their habit• vere easily concealed by their being extremely 
cautious. Buying and taJcing of drugs vere done in the utmost seoreo7. 
The respondents usually take drugs out of the house or in the privacy 
of their rooms. 
Tbe average length of drug dependenoy in the sample is three 
years. However, it was only after a year or more before any of the 
respondents family members began to find out about it. At that sta.ge, 
their increasillg drug addiction meant a possible desperate approTal ~or 
financial support or outright thievil:lg of famil.7 possessions. Of course, 
this would lead to aroueal of suspicion and the inevitable reTelati.on. 
Furthermore, withdrawal aympto1118 llla1' become harder to conceal. The 
-•ng 
follov~vas one examples 
"I was on drugs (heroin) for three years and most 
or the times were spent out of the house. 
Physically I was thin and pale, vhen ~ parenta 
suspected that things vere missing from the 
house they became suspicious. Finally, I vaa 
caught tald ng ciru«s in BG" room". 
The parents illllllediate reactions was that of shock and 
disbelief followed b7 long confrontations with the respondents on the 
dangers of drugs. 
The most negative reactions experienced by the respondents 
were outright r.jection b7 their respective families. In the sample, 
36.1% (11 male• and 2 females) of the respondents experienced this. 
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Out of these respondents• 
(i) 6 vere rejected by their parents. 
(ii) 2 were rejected b;r the father o~. 
(iii) } were rejected by both parents and siblings. 
Rejection by the parents (fathers and mothers) meant 
threatening to disown them. In three cases, the reSJ>ondents' pa.rents 
threatened to inform the police. In one case, the parents made good 
their threat. Parental rejection resulted in adverse psychological 
upset of the respondents. Family ties were strained because of the 
constant ~ng and harassment. One respondent felt that he was being 
treated like a child b;r .his parents. !'be respondents bellend that 
their parents lacked faith and trust in them and this worsen the 
relationship. 
1breat of Violence was ra.re and was only evident in two 
cases. The nepondent•e father threatened to beat him if he df"Cl not 
stop the habit immediately. One respondent's mother repeatedly 
threatened to commit suicide. 
Confinement of the respondents within their homes were also 
often effected by the respondents• parents. All of the respondents 
admitted that at one time or the other they were told to ats\y at home 
and were put under strict parental control and supervision. One 
respondent said that a daily schedule was prepared by his parents stating 
Cl 
that certain ti.JM must be allotted to his studies and certain friends ,. 
were barred from the house. Tbq even followed him whenever he vent 
shopping or to the movies as they distrusted him where mone7 matters 
were concerned. 
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Much pressures vere applied on the respondents by members of 
their family in the form ot constant nagging and complaints. Most 
respondents eaid that nagging, complaints and advices from their 
respective family were a daily affair. 
However not all reactions were negative. Prior to their 
admieaion, 50J' (15) of the respondents had been sent for treatment by 
their parentet 
(i) 9 had been sent for medical treatment in hospitals 
or clinics. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
3 to bomohs. 
2 to rehabilitation centres. 
1 respondent was sent to hie uncle's house for 
treatment on a self-withdrawal basis. 
With the exception of one respondent who had been admitted to 
the Pusat Pertolongan, the treatment of the rest of the respondents vere 
unsuccessful. The 9 respondents who had been aent for medical treatment 
only auoceeded in stopping drugs temporarily. All of them relapsed as 
soon as medical treatment was termi.na.ted. Only one of the three 
reepondents vho had been treated 'b7" bomohs claimed to have been cured 
temporarily. Another respondent which had been admitted to a drug 
rehabilitation centre in Kuala Kubu Baru did not succeed in terminating 
hia addiction as he olai.aed that the centre doea not have an effective 
rehabilitation progra.aae. Cigarettes baa been freely aYai.lable at the 
cent~ which in turn led to the aaggllng of dr\18'8 in the form of 
cigarettes into the centre. '!he respondent who vent to atq with hie 
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uncle, lackdthe vill-pover to stop drugs and he ended up cheatiDg his 
uncle to obtain 110ne7 to ~ ~. 
"~w>-h°l.lll.-
Conaeguenoee of .Faailial. Reactions j\ 
1"rustration, anxiety and complete loet or hope Vere experienced 
by the ree1>9ndente due to the negative reactions. One respondent beoa.me 
so frustrated that he frequently abused his aiater vho used to hide or 
throv a~ his dru&e. Hovever,such outbu.rata of violence by moat other 
respondent• vere rare. Two respondents reported an increased in their 
tald.ng of druge due to depreaaion and anxiety. However> the rest of the 
respondents did not increase their doses as a result of neptive 
reactioD8 • 
.&nother significant oonaequencea of negative reactiona vaa 
the reapondente attempt to atop taking drugs. In the sample, 9°" (27) 
of the respondents bad tried at least once to atop dru& abuse by 
abatinenoe. Soae of the respond.mt& avoided t•k1 ng dzou8• by moving out 
of their houae to friends' or relatives• house. 'l'hey vere usually 
located in another town where drugs were not easily obtainable. 
However such vithd.raval methods had 100% relapee rate aa the 
teaptation to fall back on drugs were great. Jlloodineee, depression and 
laok or vill-pover inteneified the temptation to reswae the habit. 
Instigation and preasu.rea froa the respondents' addict friend.a al.eo 
played an important factor .in the relapee. 
Seven of the twenty-seven respondents had had been to 
treatment in dru& rehabilitation centres prior to their admission into 
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Pusat Pertolo?l88ll• SuOh treatments were also unsucceaarul aa some 
centres lack a proper treatment programme and these respondents lacked 
the discipline and vill-pover to stop drugs then. 'Dleref ore some of the 
respondents vere prematurely discharged and some absconded trom the 
centres. 
Reasons given by the respondents as to why they had tried to 
stop takiDB d.J:u8s were that they were fed up or the constant pressures 
they had to face not only from their respective !ainilies but also from 
friends and relatiTee. MaZJ7 respondents also felt that they needed a 
cha.nge after all thaaa yea.re in the dark. .le on. respondent puta its 
Relatives 
•1 reall.7 felt bad because wrr father intended to 
send me to krope for further etudiea. Instead 
I got busted (jailed) twice for puahing. When 
I got out of jail rsq parents vera depressed and 
worried. J'inal.17,I rea.lised that I couldn't 
Car%7 on like this &n1Jl()re". 
In contrast to the respondents ' familiea, not all the members 
or the respondents• relatives knew about their involnment with drugs. 
Thia ia obvious, since their next-of- kine vere numerous and so it is 
not possible that all vould know about it. 
!'roa the aampla, 
(i) }6.7" (11) respondents were known by moat of their 
relative• to take drugs. 
(ii) 40J' (12) eaid that onl.7 a few of their oloae relatiTee 
had azJ.7 knowledp about it. 
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(iii) 13.}% (4) said that none of their relatives knew. 
(iv) The remain.µig 10J' (3) were in doubt aa to whether their 
relatives knew. 
The relatiTea' knovle<l8e of the respondents• cb.'Ug addiction 
hinged on the degree of intimacy of relationahip between the tvo ~ties. 
The closer the relationahip 1.norea.sed the likelihood of the relatives 
knowing about it. In tact, relatives ware usu.ally informed by the 
respondent's family. Only one parents attempted to conceal the fact of 
his son's drug addiction. They felt that revealing it would •rely 
disgrace the family. 
lleaotioD.9 of the respondent's relative• towards th .. 
inevitably- depended on the bond between the reaPQndent and his relatives. 
More often,cloae kintolk proffered advice and sympathy. lo rejection by 
close ld.ntolk vaa reported. Distant relatives, however, avoided contact 
with the re~ndenta or aa one respondent reported were total.l,y indifferent. 
Consequences of 'Next-of-Kin•· aeaotions 
The reactions of relatives did not have much effect on the 
reapondenta. Thia ia due to the fact that moat of the reactiol18 of 
relatiTea r&Jlged from aympatb7 to total apatb7 and indi1'ference. 
lfegatirlty' is obviously not going to produce azq poaitiTe effects on the 
respondents. Hove-.er, vbere·ever concern and sympathy vaa proffered, 
it plqed a minor part in the subsequent attempt by the respondents to 
give up d.ruge. A.a such, it was si8Jlificant that 20% (6) of the 
respondents resided with their relatiTes during their efforts to fight 
dru« addiction. 
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The sample SurTey shoved thats 
(i) 26.7% (e) of the respondent• Hid 110at of their neighbours 
lcnev they vere drug add.iota. 
(ii) 46.7% (14) respondents said a fev ot their neighbours knev. 
(iii) 16.7" (5) ola.1.Jled that their neighbours bad no knowledge 
ot their di'Ug involve•ent. 
(iv) The r•maining 10% (:~) were in doubt aa to vhether their 
neiibboura knew, but felt that the7 p:robabl7 suspected it. 
'Inov-aboutneaa• (a term. used by Gottman, 1963) of the 
respondent's invol"f'ement vith drugs by their neighbours vaa poaaibl.y 
through the respondent's phyaical cha.raoteriatica and beha"f'iour. 
Noticeable ~aical characteristics a.re, for example, losa of weight and 
paleneaa. Suspicious beha"f'iour like the b\o"1ng of drugs from local 
'puabera' fueled gossip and rwl01lr8 among the neighbours. 
Five respondents were apparently able to conceal their habit 
from their neighbours. 'Dl.ey took drugs in utmost secrecy and dressed and 
behaved decently in the .Presence of their neighbours. One respondent 
al.moat eo11pletel7 avoided hie neighbours b;y secluding himself in hie :room 
a.fter work. A female respondent not onlJ' behaved decentlT and normal.17 
in public but also publiclT avoided her frienda who were addicts. Drugs 
were bou&ht through these friends. As such, none of her neighbour• knew 
about her liivolveaent lii th cs.rugs. 
The moat comaon reaction b7 the neighbours vaa the ascribing 
of atereotyped traits to the respondents. 7c:JJ' (21) of the respondents 
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said that their neighbours viewed ~eta aa dirty, illmora.l, useless 
and considered thea thieves or thuge. The respondents' neighbours avoided 
them as far aa possible for tear of police barasament and that the 
respondents would preaaurise them for 110ney. Only three reapondenta had 
a;rmpathetic neighbours. 
Consequences of Begative Reaction 'by the Respondents' lfeie;hboure 
Although there were considerable negative reactions towards the 
respondenta by their neighbours, the respondent• ~d to neutralise 
such reactions b;y ignoril:Jg or avoiding their neishbours. Since moat of 
the respondents were not Tery close to their neichboura, this sort of 
labellil:Jg does not have very mob effect on the respondents. 
Friends16 
illlost all of the respondents were known to their non-addict 
friends u addicts. °'1t of the thirty respondents in the study, 
(i) 6a:)6 (18) were known as ad.dicta ey all of their 
non-addict friends. 
(ii) 30J' (9) said 110at of their non-addict friends knew. 
(111) 6.1" (2) vere known to take drus b7 a few of their 
non-addict friends. 
(iv) 3.3% (1) said none o!' them knev. 
16In this section only labelling from the respondent'• non-addict friends 
vere taken into account. 
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'Knov-aboutneas• of the respondents' l:iabit among their non-addict 
frieJida vas high because of. the majority of the respondents did not botlier 
tO conceal their addiction !rom friends. This is because it is difficult 
to conceal the symptoms and effects of taking drugs vhen the respondents 
were in the ~ when the respondents were in the company of their 
non-addict friends. 
Initially, they had been on good terms with their non-addict 
friends. It was not uncommon for the respondents to discuss their 
personal problems Vi.th friends, even the fact of their experimentation 
with drugs. Therefore ~ of the respondents' non-addict friends knev 
that they- were on drugs even be.Core the respondents became addicted to it. 
Only three respondents took the trouble to conceal their 
involvement with dru&a. These respondents wanted to maintain a good 
relationship Vi.th their non-addict friends. One of these respondents 
was a junior executive in a reputable firm and be could not afford to be 
labelled aa an addict by &Jl1'0ne. As a result, two of these respondents 
were only knovn to take drugs by a handful of close non-addict friends. 
One respondent succeeded in concealing hi• addiction from &11 
bis non-addict .friends. 'ftU.a vas because he had then been schoolillg and 
was also an active student. ill the time his non-addict friends onl;y 
knev him aa a hea'9J' smoker. 
Rejection ia the most collllllon reaction by the respondents ' 
non-addict friends. ill (29. 6% or 29) of the respondents vho were known 
by their non-addict frieDd.a as ad.diets bad lost non- addiot friend.a at 
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one time or another. The remainding one respondent did not lose any 
non-addict friend.a because of his addiction aa none of them knew that he 
was on d.raga. 
Moat of the respondents felt that their friends had discarded 
them because these friends considered them hopeless and untrustworthy. 
Some respondents suspected that their friends vere even afraid of them. 
A respondent's comment refleoted the above situationa 
"Who would want to mix vitb an addict? 
They think that all addicts are nothing 
btlt trouble ••••• thq are afraid that 
they would get 'hooked', arrested or 
something elae JIJ&'1' happen to them if 
they socialise with addicts". 
The dilemma of estrangement or alienation vas mirrored in the wordss 
!'People think of addicts as ditf erent from 
normal people, the Va:f they dress and 
beh&Ye •••••• that addicts had no respect 
for anythill8"• 
Therefore, it is significantly implied that drug addiction 
leads to a serioua degradation of social status of the drug addicts. 
Fartunately>moat of the respondents did have a handful of close 
non-addict friends. 1his small circle of close trienda were sometimes 
persuaded to give some financial help and were generally sympathetic. 
Pinanoial help was also coupled with advice on terminating their drug 
addiction. 
On the other ha.nd,other non-addict friends usually tried their 
beat to avoid the reapondenta. Theirs was chiefly' a fear of drug 
involvement and alao being pestered for financial aid. .la one respondent 
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"Moat o! rq friend.a (non-addicts) were afraid 
of me because I tried to introduce them to 
take drugs as I was 'pushing' drugs at that 
ti.Ile". 
l\<30tt.".ic.. 
Conaeguencea of.Reactions Br lion-Addict Friends 
I 
The inevitable result of labelling from non-addict friends 
was the severing of friendship ties between the respondent and his 
non-addict friend.a. 'Die respondent usually' starts oft vi.th man;r 
non-addict friends bu.t is gradually alienated as his invol..-ement vi th 
drugs escalates. 
'?he respondents !'elt out of' place vi.th their non-addict friends 
as their intereetsdiffer (the respondents become quite obsessed vi.th 
drugs alone). Por example, the respondents vould feel rather ••barrasaed 
whenever he or ahe haft withdrawal symptoms or the urge to take drugs in 
the c~ of non~dict friends. Avoidance bi their non-addict friends 
alao ga..-e the respondents an inferiority complex to socialise with them. 
Working Colleyuee 
Prior to the respondent's admission into the centre, 26.7'J(i 
(8 males) or the respondents were workings 
(1) !our respondents vere goTermHDt aer..-anta1 and 
(11) !our vere private ~101•••· 
Another 33.~ (7 males and 3 females) o! the respondents had 
left their jobs prior to their adaission into the centre. 
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ill of the eighteen respondents who had been work1Dg, had 
tried to conceal their addiction from their work::l..ng coll•86U•• and employers. 
'l'h.ie a.rose out or a fear of los1EJ8 their jobs. These respondents concealed 
their addiction duriDg working hours by taking drugs secretly in any 
vacant place, roolllB and usually in toilets. 
But not all of the respondents JDan888d to conceal their addiction 
auooessfully. Under the influence of drugs, they soon began to lose 
interest or slacken in their work. 
(i) Four of the respondents vere known to take drugs 
by moat of their working colleacu••· 
(ii) J!ive aaid T•'rT tev knew. 
(iii) Out of these nine respondents , six said their emplo,.era 
knev. Four of them a.re go"Yermnent servants and tvo vere 
private eaploT•es. 
(iT) Seven of the respondents had managed to keep it a secret 
from both their working ooll~es and emplo,.ers. 
(v) The remaining tvo respondents were not &Ure whether any 
ot their working colleacnee or empl oyers knew. 
Beactione from working col lea«uea reaeabled. reactions of 
non-addict friend& tovarde the respondents. Man1' of the respondents vere 
eatran&ed froa their working oolleaeuee aa a result o£ their addiction. 
1'da ia becau.ae their working colleagnea tea.red involvement with them 
vould mean lost of their jobs should their emplo,-era come to know about 
it. But a hand1\U. of close working colle86Ue• vere sympathetic aDd 
continued maintaining a relationship with the respondents. 
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imployers of five respondents ~sted that they either stop 
tald.ng drugs or resign. As such, four respondents who are eovernaent 
servants were sent to the Pusat Pertolo~ for rehabilitation b)' their 
respective eovermaent de~enta. '!he remaining respondent lacked the 
so 
Vill-pover to atop taking d.rµga~he resigned. One respondent was fired 
by his employer because he vas caught atealil]8 office equipments. 
Signj,.f1cantly1 the seven respc;>ndents vhose working colleagues 
and employers remained in ignorance of their addiction managed to get along 
fairly well with their working oolleago.ea. These respondents felt out of 
place vith their colleagues after working hours. As such, there was 
little contact apart from office hours. 
Consequences of - Jleptive Reactions b;r the Respondent's Working 
Colleagues 
Begative reactions from the respondent's working colleagues 
resulted in the severing of friendship between the reapondenta and their 
working colleagues. !his had led the respondents to oJ1eno..te themselves 
and therefore they had orily ininimal relations with their working colleagues. 
Public Agencies and Institutions 
Of the public agencies which the respondents were mown to, 
the police is the moat collllllOll. 46. 7% (14) respondents had had contacts 
with the police. 13 respondents were 'picked up' b7 the police on 
suspicion of either 'bu1'1ng, selling or the tald.ng of d.ru8a· One 
respondent was ' picked up ' for bouse-breakh:.1g. ill except one respondent 
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were released due to lack of incriminating evidence. This particular 
respondent was jailed for •.pushing'. 17 Out of these 14 respondents, only 
5 of their parents knew about their contact vi th the police. Their 
non-addict friends, relatives and neighbours kD.ew very little or nothing 
at all about their involvement with the police. 
Only;.;% (1) of the respondents was brought to court. This 
respondent , at the time of the study, wa.e awaiting a court-case for 
extortion. Only his parents knew about it. 
10J' (;) of the respondents had been treated for drus addiction 
by the general hospital, ; .;% (1) by a private hospital, 16.~ (5) by 
private clinic. Also 23.;% (7) of the respondents had been for treatment 
in drug rehabilitation centres. 'lhe treatment undertaken by these 
respondents were only known to their parents and a few olose friends. 
Consequences of Being Labelled bx Public !gencies and Institutions 
Labelling of the respondents by public agencies and institutions 
does not ooour frequently . Fu.rthermore1most labelling were rarely ma.de 
kno'fm to the respondent ' s relatives, parents, neigtibours or friend.a. The 
respondents also had adopted the addict label long before their beilJ8 
labelled by such agencies and institutions. Hence when the respondents 
17Prior to the incorporation of Section 39B to the Danproua Drugs 
Ordinance, 1952 by the Dangerous Drug (Amendment) Act 1975, there is no 
single offence of tra.Cfioking as such. 'lbe oilly provision is 
Section 9(1) (o) in Part III which prohibits a:n:r persona from 
manufacturing, eellilJ8' or dealing in prepared opium. Subsection (2) 
of Section 39B provides the punishment of death or the alternative life 
imprisonment which includes the manclato.ey punishment of whipping on 
conviction. 
Thie respondent was oonTioted before the Drug Amendment Aot, 1975. 
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appeared be1'ore such agencies and institutions, it vaa the respondents 
vho admitted the deviant .label rather than haviD& it ascribed to them. 
Tb.erefore 1auch labell.i.ng had little or no ef£ect on the respondents. 
Table 4.1 Knowledge of Reapondent•s Addiction by Their Family, 
Relatives, Neighbours, Non-Addict Friends and Place of Work 
Famil.7 Neighbours Bon-Addict Place of Relatives Extent of Knowledge Friend a Work % % % % % 
ill know 100 60 
Most know 26.7 30 22.2 36.1 
Few know 46.7 6.7 27.e 40 
Nobody know 16.7 3.3 3s.9 13.3 
Not sure of it 10 11.1 10 
They know 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
B-30 N=30 N=30 :5::18* L30 
* Oril.y 18 of the reapondenta had had been working. 
Table 4.2 Agencies to Which Respondents Were Known 
~oiea % Knovn 11a30 
Police 43.3 
Jail 3.3 
Crim1na1 court 3.3 
General hospital 10 
PriTate hospital 3.3 
Drug rehabilitation centre 23.3 
Private clinic 16.7 
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18 The proceaa of labelling area 
(1) the act of identif'yi.na' someone aa a person vho e!lga8ea 
in a given type of behaviour, and placing the label on 
that person as one who does that type of thin& (or deaire 
to do it, or even has a etron& but repressed and latent 
potential for doing so). 
(2) the act of categorisi.D8 the type or behaviour (not 
neoeasarily the individual) as bad, evil, ainf'ul, 
antisocial.a in abort, of requiring aoae isolation, 
paniah..nt or trea taent. 
Kitsue idantifiea tvo factora1 identification by another and 
dif"ferential (or negative) treatment, aa being necea&arJ in order that a 
person be labelled deviant. 19 
'!he ertent to which others are avare of deviance has been 
described by GOf'!-.n under the simple term 'laiovn-aboutneas•. 20 
Therefore from the analysis of the a.ix aourcea of labelling, 
the respondent• were subjected to J1Uch labelling. J'emale reepondente tend 
to experience the same type of labelling as their male reapondents. 
18 E. Sa&&rin and R. J . Kell7, Sexual Deviance and Labell Per ectives 
in W.R. Gore, i'be Labelling of Deviance, Bev York, John W.tle7 and Sona, 
p 1975) , P• 246. 
19Ibid., P• 246 . 
20Ibid, , P• 246. 
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BoveTer,aa these female respondents did not have any contact with public 
a«encies like the police or rehabilitation centres prior to their 
admission into the Puaat Pertol0Jl88.ll, they did not experienoe any 
labelli11g from this quarter. 
'lhe general pattern was that almost anyone who knew about the 
reapondents ' addiction either rejected or avoided them and also pressurised 
them to atop taki11g d.rugs. The respondents ' response to negative 
reactions was to alienate themselves and socialise increasingly with their 
addict trienda • 
..l .t'undame.ntal dietinction made in the labelling theory 1a that 
between primar;r deviaDOe and aeconda2"f deviance. Pri-.ry deviance ~ 
caused someone to be labelled as a deviant, in this context, the respondent 
vho becomes addicted to d.ru8a va.s labelled a drug addict. Subsequently, 
deviant behaviour of the respondent resulting from bei.ilg placed in the 
above deviant role ia termed secondar;y deviailce. Lemert notes that, 
"Primar,y devi.a tion ia assumed to arise in a wide 
variety of social, cultural and peyoholosical 
contexts ••••••• Secondary deviation is deviant 
behavi.our or social roles based upon it, which 
becomes a means of defence, attack or adaptation 
to the overt and covert problems created \1Y the 
societal reaction to primary' deTiation".2 
The respondent who ia labelled as a drug addict faces problems 
created by the societal reaction against hie deTiance. Societal reaction 
come• in term of societal sanctions ~t drug abuse. It is concretised 
21E.M. Lemert, Human Deviance, SOcial Problems and Social Control, 
(&:iglewood Cliffs, B.J., Prentice Hall, i967), p. 17. 
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in current lave which reduce availability and which makes illegal dr\J8 
abuse. The respondents in response to societal reaction &daptshimaelf 
by reaortill8 to secondary deviance. Adverse societal reaction means that 
the deviant baa nov no legal financial means to support hia drug 
addiction. Secondary deviance in terms of trafficki!J8 of drugs, theft, 
robbery and cheating becomes necessary in order to sustain hia 
commitment to a primary deviance - drag abuse. 
All respondents had committed forms of deviance other than that 
0£ drug-taking, i . e . aeconda.rT deviance . ~ey admitted t~ bad repeatedly 
stolen things from their respective homes. Goods atolen were quickly sold 
to anyone who are villi!J8 to purchase it. The respondents alao cheat 
their respective families , relatives and friends . Cheati.DB takes the 
form 0£ borrowing money without due repayments or by using lies to 
persuade someone to lend :thn money. .Beside this, 16. 7% (5) of the 
respondents had been involved in house-breakjng1 6. 7% (2) vere extortioner s 
and 46. 7% ( 14) were former ' pushers•. 
Only 26. 7% (8) of the respondents war e vorking prior to their 
admission into the centre . Another 33 . 396 ( 10) had had been working but 
left their jobs prior to their admission. Tbe remaining 4~ ( 12) were not 
vork1Dg. Therefore,soon after the onset of addiction, the respondents 
vould quickly exhaust their personal resources such aa income, savings 
and personal belongi.nga aa drug taking is a very expensive habit. 
When personal resources were gone, the reapondenta • desire for 
dru8a led them t o depend heavily' on illegal reaouroea {for example, 
dru8'-trafticki.ng or thieving) as legal access to drugs vere closed. 
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:S,. doi.J:l8 so the respondents in turn creat further undesirable social 
identi't7 and lebels. ~ friend.a were lost and near the end of their 
drug career, the respondents eYen chose to stay away from their addict 
friends. Addict friends which were once depended upon were now 
considered to be a problem as the respondents vould be obliged to share 
drugs vith them, a condition which they could no longer afford. 
At the very end of their drug career, nia.ny reapondenta were so 
financiall7 and socially depleted that they had to turn to dr\J81-trafficld.ng 
(a very rialcy' venture) or cheap~r form of opiates like crude opium and 
morphine. !'inall.7,the coutant labelling and the risk of being arrested 
and personal health were too great. !he respondent• bepn to 'bottoa-up' 
and decieionsto give up drugs vere -.de. Ttii• i• becaua• the reapondenta 
bad the choice 0£ conf'omillg to social sanction by givi.Dg up drags. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PUS&T PERTOLONGAN: ITS MEI'RODS AND APPROACH OF 
DRUG REHABILITATION 
In this part of the study, a detailed study and analysis of the 
Pu.sat Pertolongan approach to drug rehabilitation is given. The aim of this 
chapter is to show how one of our local drug rehabilitation centres treats 
drug addiction. 
Puaat Pertolongans A Therapeutic Commanity 
The centre's program was adapted f'roa the treatment program of 
Drua Addict Rehabilitation Foundation (D.A.R.E.) in Manila, Philippines in 
July 1974. D.A. R.E. in turn had its roots in Daytop (Drug Add.iota Treated 
On Probation) vill88'8 which is an offspring of the successful American 
treatment centre Synanon. 
Syn.anon is an in.formal sel.f- help community of addicts and 
ex- addicts and vas founded in Southern California in 1958 by an ex-alcoholic 
member of AJ.ooholics Anonymous in the United States. Synanon apply the 
cultural reorientation approach to rehabilitation which ie concerned with 
weaning people ava,:r from illegal or criminal aotiTity by cha.ngi.na their 
perspectives. 
Synanon like most other self- help organisations have rejected 
using professionals like psychologists and p97chiatriats to help solve 
their individual problems. They believe, ill general, thes e professionals 
have not been euoceaa1'ul, and that their presence vould prevent the growth 
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of the kind of group solidarity which th~ believe to be neceesar;r for a 
successful operation. 
Synanon ' s primary concern is that the specific behaviour of 
their members conforms to the norms and values of the group or community. 
In 1966 it had 450 members. .An addict who enters the centre must first 
Wid.ergo withdrawal treatment . Re is then required to live in the community 
for a minimum of two years. 
The central f eaturee of the treatment are the seminars. In the 
seminars the members meet in groups of eight or twelve for one and a half 
hour three timea a week. And they subject each other to the moat vicious 
criticism, abtlae and r idicule. The members of each seminar are rotated so 
in 
that allAthe comna.ulity interact vith one another. 
Since most characteristic personality problems of addicts are that 
they cannot bear stress and criticism, the daily discovery that one can be 
criticised and still live on vould be a moat important lesson. In this 
way the aim of the seminars was to provide the members with a positive and 
realistic frame of society to l ive in. The members are required to work 
and are paid a small amount of pocket money. Members who do not seem to be 
benefiting £rom the community are given the choice of expulsion or trial by 
their peers. U they do not conform to the program, the men who are guilty 
have their heads shaved and the women have to wear a placard round their 
necks as puni sbmen t . 
In many ways tbe program of the Puaat Pertolongan is similar to 
those of Synanons. However, much modifications and additions were ma.de, both 
through trial and error and through the long process ot adaptation of the 
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program to conditions here. 
22 The inmates refer to their centre as a therapeutic community. 
That is they are a group of people living together as an extended family 
sharing common ideals and goals. ill the inmates have accepted that they 
are not perfect and are seeking new insight into themselves in order to 
promote grovth and maturity to the individuals as W'ell as the group. 
The Therapeutic Community (T.C . ) of Pusat Pertolongan makes use 
of' local cultural values. The T.c. concept is very similar to the Malaysian 
value of ' gotong royong ' and cannot exist without the mutual help of all 
inmates and staff members. ilthough the centre believes in the need for 
developing necessar.r &&rioultural , industrial and technical aldlls, the 
emphasis is on attitudes. The centre strongly proposes that one can achieve 
whatever he has set his mind on achieving, if be possesses the right 
attitudes. 
ill inmates in the centre were accepted into the T.C. as immature, 
irresponsible, emotionally unstable and incapable of handling their feelings . 
Therefore,all inmates are composed of' people who define their difficulties 
as stemming from a comnon problem. Therefore, the T. C. a.ima to bring about 
a radical ChaJ:lge in the individual in term of hie behaviour, attitudes, 
feelings and intellect. 
22 The concept of therapeutic community vas first attempted in Ehgland b7 
Maxwell Jones. The Therapeutic CollllllWlit)- used the ' sick-model' of the 
client vith the notion that psychic change takes place best in a eetting 
that represents a miniature of the outside world. 
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The methods of treatment in the T.C. are similar to those of 
D.A. .R. E. and Syna.non. In the T.C. the inmates are subjected to much 
physical and emotional stresses. The learning process makes good use of 
the ' mal.u ' phenomena. Shame is a powerful tool in the Malaysian society 
which can be used to compel people to conform. Strona- authoritarian methods 
are used in the T. C. which are similar to parental rule in the Malaysian 
family. It is in fact very much like the aver869 Malaysian home "'here the 
children are subjected to strong corrective pressures. Staff and officials 
of the T. C. are seen aa substitute parents and behave in very much the same 
va:;r. Peer group pressures are also used aa a tool for conformity in the 
T. C. 
In the T. C. each inmate has a defined statue and function, startina-
at the bottom on the onaet of admission. If' he or She fails or refuse to 
participate in the program he/she would be •shot dowxt' to a lower rank. On 
the other band, the inmates vho progress fast and are willing :to 'grov', are 
rewarded vith promotion to a higher rank. 
In ahort, the programs of the T.C. emphasizes attitude, personality 
and character building and these are reinforced by the teaching of various 
handicraft, 86Ticultural and administrative skills. 
The Toole of the Therapeutic Commnitz 
Al.though the rehabilitation process of the T. C. are divided into 
4 ata&es consisting of 6 houses which the inmates would have to go through, 
the methods of treatment or the •tools ' in each 'house ' are the same. The 
only difference in the tools of each ' house ' liea in their intensity and 
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frequency of appl.ioation. However each ' house' differs administratively 
'11$<<> 
and baa different .functions all of which are/lpaz-t of the treatment process. 
ThereforeJbefore a discussion on the various stages of rehabilitation, 
an insight into the 'tools' of the houses would be moat helpful. 
The various tools of the T.C . are: 
1) ' Relate, Challenge and Confront ' . 
2) Seminars. 
3) Learning Experienoe. 
4) The Ga.me. 
5) Probe. 
1) 'Relate, Challenge and Confront ' 
To 'relate ' is to open up one's innermost feelings and thoughts 
to another inmate or to tlie group. An inmate rel.8.tes in order to seek 
guidance and rel ease from negative feeli.ngs. For example, someone may 
relate that he or she .feels like rnnnilJ8 awa;y from the centre. RelatilJ8 of 
positive feelings -.re also encouraged. 
A. ' confrontation' is a direct inquiry by one inmate to another 
or by a group to an inmate. 'lhe aim is to ascertain the rationale and 
motives behind one ' s behaviour, be it 11ositive or negative. For example, 
one may be confronted !or isolatirlg himself or herself from the group, or 
far being too aggressive in his or her involvement. 
A ' ohalJ.eD89 ' is eimila.r to confrontation but is less formal . 
~ inmate could challenge another inmate 8.f'!Y where and any time. 
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Relate, confrontation and challenges are given to test, 
strengthen as well as givin& advice and guidance to an inmate . Such 
activities would also allow the rest of the inmates to learn from each 
other ' s mistakes or achievements. Except for challenges, relate and 
confrontation are done under the directions and supervisions of the staff23 
or off icials24 of the houses. 
2) Seminars 
Seminars are largely educational disoussione dealin& with topics 
ranging from Bible study, El:lgllsh lessons, politics , health education and 
music appreciation. Inmates given the opportunity to voice their personal 
problems, opinions or suggestions. These seminars are usually led by an 
inmate or a. staff, and as it is informal, it could be held aoy where ; in 
the various 'houses ', under a tree or in the canteen. 
3) Learning Eiperienoe 
\ihen inmates are not benef'i t :l.ng from the T. C. programs or a.re 
refusing to l earn they are given a learni.ng experience . The ' learning 
experience ' attempts to strengthen the resident ' s ability to accept 
situations and to handle stress. There are various forms of 'learning 
23
staff would be referred to inmates which had ' graduated ' from the centre . 
They are experienced programmers and are employed by the centre. 
24ortloials are senior inmates which have had gone through moat of the 
programmes and are selected on basis of their leadership and personality 
qua.11 ties. 
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experience ' : using placards, or hair cuts, or others termed as "spare 
parts" , ' out casts '. 
a) Placards 
Placards are hung around the inmate ' s neck. The nature of the 
inmate offence is inscribed on it, and an additional note calls upon other 
inmat es to confront the bearer. In this w~1 other inmates could learn 
from mistakes of others. Placards a.re used for minor offences like laziness, 
irresponsibility or using vulgar words . Occasionally, having an untidy 
room means that the particular inmate has to vea.r a rolled up blanket 
around his neck to ehov the nature of his offence. If the vhole house is 
not progressing, all its inmates have to vear placards and promenade around 
the centre in front of the other inmates. 
b) 'Spa.re Parts ' 
A ' spa.re part ' is slang term for an inmate, who loses certain 
privileges and he ~ also be confronted by other inmates. Minor offences 
varrants this l earnins experience. 
c ) Ou.t Cast 
Out casts are inmates who refuse to learn or boycott the T.C. 
programs. Out casts are isolated from other inmates until they a.re villing 
to participate. 
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d) Bair Cut 
Hair cut is a form of punishment for heavier offences like 
fighting, smoking cigarettes or drugs and very bad behaviour. The hair 
cutting ceremoIJY" starts off by a tongue-lashing given to the inmate b)r a 
panel (usuall.T five inmates) headed b;Y a staff. Mistakes and negative 
attitudes are forcefull.Y pointed out to the individual. After this a 
pa.toh of hair is cut off from the head of the inmate. However, if the 
inmate still refueesto learn from his or her mistake, he or she would be 
shaved bald. However, the latter is rarely necessary. The purpose of the 
hair cut is to remind inmates of their mistakes vhenever they look into 
the mirror or comb their hair • 
With the obvious exception of the ' hair out ', deterrent learning 
experiences are lifted whenever an inmate had learnt from his mistakes . 
4) The Game 
The heart of the rehabilitation program ia centred on the game. 
It i s carried out by usually 8-1 3 i nmates seated in a circular formation. 
The game is verbal free for all seminar. The inmates emotions, attitudes, 
personality, character, weakness and strong points are subjected to 
discussion, probes, anal;yaia, ridicule, praise and acorn. An individual 
is subjected to confrontation until he haa fully exposed himaelf which is 
often emotionally painful. The ~ is also a setting for pouring out 
hostile feelings among inmates and making effective use of confrontation 
to ~e inmates respond. 
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In the game,no sides are taken, each inmate ie equally vulnerable 
to attack irrespective of rank. The purpose o! the game is to make the 
inmates see and know themselves and one another as they t~ are . B.r 
Opening up the inmates come to realise the tjpee of help they needed and 
this usually becomes a way to foster cooperation, love and understanding 
among inmates. The rules of the game include, 
a) the barring of violence or even threat of violence. 
b) no walking out during the game . 
5) Probe 
The probe ia an intensive confrontation or interrogation ma.de 
on an inmate by a panel of hia or her peers to throw light on hie past life, 
experiences and upbringing that ma:r have some bearing on his present 
attitudes and outlooks. 
The T.C. of the Puaat PertololJ8S.ll is divided into 4 stages 
consisting of 6 houses. Q. Each house ho.s~eeparate identity with distinctive 
administrative programs and !unctions. 
Stage 1 - Puaat Tunaa Baru 
The first house of the T. C. is called Tunas :Baru. It is an 
intake"bouse, the initial stage of rehabilitation. Being a •nursery house ', 
the imnatea of the house need to be handled in tactfully. The family (or 
inmates of the house) are guided and helped in order to get them ready to 
face ""DIOre challecaea in the second house which is Pusat Caha,ya. 
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Treatment 
All n8'1 intakes DIU8t be given detoxification for them to withdraw 
from drugs . !lbe method is d.ru8'-abstinence and inmates under detoxification 
a.re isolated in eeparate rooms. Detoxification uaually takes about 4 to 5 
days and after this, ' probes ' a.re given to find out more about the new 
inma.tea and hence recommend appropriate treatment . 
Treatment inoludes application of the ' tools of the house ' and 
projects like gardening, fishing, football, etc . Since it is an intake 
house where the inmates are detoxified, there would be the occasional threat 
of violence and refusal to participate in the program. Therefore, a patient 
and understanding approach is implemented. More counselling is done (usually 
in the form of seminars and sometimes sames) and toUBh learning eiperience 
is met out only when found necessary. Besides the ' tools of the house ', morning 
meetiDga are conducted six times a week. During the meetings, the negative 
attitudes of the residents are pointed out to the whole famil7. Discipline 
is strictly maintained through the use of the Tarious ' tools of the house •. 
As the family shove signs of progress, more trust is given and 
seminars, ' games' and sometimes lunches are held outdoors to make the inmates 
feel less isolated. Sometimes if' the family •s vei:y cooperative, fishing 
tripsto the nearby mining pools are organised. 
~ment 
The house is under a staff member known as the Officer In Charge 
(O . I.~ . ) assisted by an officer known as the House Coordinator. ~asides this, 
there are Chief Expeditors and several Assistant Expeditors, kitchen, 
detoxification, maintenance and the health crave. The ' tools of the house ' 
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are implemented by the O.I.C . , House Coordinators and the various expeditors 
\lhen necessary. ill members of the management are inmates with the 
exception of the o.I. C. who is a graduate from the T. C. The management 
crews a.re taken from the second stage house (Pusat C~a) because they had 
had experience in Tunas Ba.ru • 
.§.tage 2 - Pusat Caha,ya 
Pusat Cahaya is the second stage house where the ' family ' are 
beins built up emotionally, mentally and physically to get them ready for 
the third stage vbich consists of ; houses (Puaat Harapan, Pueat Cahaya 
and Metamorphosis Commune) . 
Treatment 
Treatment programs are very similar to those of Tunas Baru, 
that is, the application of the ' tools of the house' and work and 
recreational projects. However, the treatment are far more intensive than 
in a.ey- other houses. The aim is to correct personality and character 
disorders in order to bring about radical changes in the inmates. The 
programs include learnin& experiences, the instruction of honesty, trust, 
responsibility, manners and a willingness to change . 
' Tools of the house ' a.re conducted 5 times a week, more often if 
necessary. The emphasis is on cojiselling and therefore seminars are daily 
affair. Thia is because the family faces a lot of stress and work and they 
might find it bard to handle various problems. Work therapy is also more 
intensive. At the time of the study) a Caba.ya garden project bad just been 
completed, a football field has been made for the T. C. and the Ca.ha.ya living 
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quarters were waShed, cleaned and painted. 
&na:.gement 
Management organisations are the same as that of Tunas Ba.ru with 
the exception of the detoxification crew. However, the management crews are 
given more responsibilities and trust and work-load is often heavier. 
Management offioers are either from the third or fourth stage house • 
.§.tye 3 - Pusat Rarapan 
Pusat Harapan (sometimes known as the Central Office) is part of 
the administrative headquarter of the Pu.sat Pertolongan. Its function is 
purely administrative. 
Treatment 
In the treatment programs, work therapy is equally as important a.a 
the 'tools of the house •. The administrative function includes the handling 
of admissions and discharges, typing, paper work, printing, accounting, 
pul>lic r elations , liasons with 0th.ex houses, sentry duty and the recording 
of all daily events and happenings. All these administrative works are 
done by the ' family '. There is also a research centre which is responsible 
for all written articles and circulars and the constant revision and 
improvement of the therapeutic programs. 
Since the family is often &lJ8ag9d in administrative work, there 
is li~tle time for work projects. However, the 'tools or the house ' are 
rl.oflL-
not neglected. In this aspect the application of the ' tools ' is in a more ,. 
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'lllature wa;y, the inmates are expected to know their mistakes and weak points. 
Aleo all inmates are expected to take a positive view towards the house 
Programs and must be willing to ' grow'. 
The residents of Pueat Harap are selected from the outgoing 
residents of Tunas Baru who are proficient in paper and olerical work • 
.Management 
Read of the JD.all88ement is the Officer Ill Charge who is a staff 
responsible for the overall programs. Assisting the O. I . C. is the House 
Coordinator who is an inmate. Because of the house administrative nature, 
there are various departments each under an Officer. Tliey are the 
secretariat, finance, research, pub1ic relation, printing and kitchen 
departments. The management crews a.re all select ed from within the Pusat 
Ba.rapan or the final stage house Pusat Kema.juan. 
Metamorphosis Commune 
This is the most recent of all houses being f ormed on December 
1977. The purpose of the creation of this house was to form a family t o 
practise for a choir and plq (called metamorphosis , and hence the family 
was named after this play) to be presented on the Po.sat Pertolongan 
Graduation Day- at Ipob To'tlll Rall on 7th January 1978. Therefore the 
Metamorphosis Community is based on artistioally talented inmates pulled 
up from among all other houses,dier egarding their respective length of 
eta\1 1.n the T. C. 
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!reatment 
Treatment programs are the usual application of the •tools ' of 
the house but more emphasis ia placed on work therapy:. Vork therapy in 
th.ia house are the constant rehearsing and praotising for choir or drama. 
Since its formation, the family hacl to practise every ~ as all the 
acenea of the plq and the singing have to be perfected. The play 
"metamorphosis" is about the life history of an ex- addict. The aim of the 
Pla\Y is t o show society, in a dramatic form, what can be done to fight 
drug abuse. 
Metamorphosis Commune is a ' moving family: ' travelling around the 
country to show t o society t he importance of fighting cir1J8 abuse and to 
publicise the Pwsat Pertolongan treatment programs. It also is a fund 
raising campaian since donations are collected during the staging of 
plays. :F\mda collected go towards the development of the cent re. As noted 
at the time of this study, the commune had already staged its piaJ" and 
presented the choir at the Pusat Pertolongan Graduation ~. Batu Gajah 
Convent Girl s ' School, :Batu Gajah Chinese Temple, Taiping Prison and at 
t he Universi ty of Malaya. At the time of the study, the commune was 
pl a nning to stage two me.re pl~s in Penang and Pahang. 
The aim of this type of vork therapy is to give the family 
lllembere more responsibility and to expose them to outside life. Since its 
foundation, the ' tools of the house ' are seldom applied due to the good 
discipline and the inmates ' preoccupationa with work therapy. 
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!1anagement 
The organisation of the Commune ma.nasement is similar to that of 
Tunas .Baru with the exception of a detoxification crew and e:xpeditors. 
However the Officer In Charge and House Coordinator have more responsibilities 
ae they have to make the necessary: arrangements a.nd preparations for the 
staging of pl~s, transport and lodgings . 
Pusat Industry 
Pueat Industry is another third stage house which obtains its 
residents from Pusat Ca.ha.ya. Residents are chosen because of their skills 
and interest ii1 pratical work. 
Treatment 
Treatment are based on both work therapy and the application of 
the ' tools of the house '. For work therapy, Pusat Industry have different 
departments consisting of : 
a) Plastic Department 
The product s of this department range from cr est key chains, 
plasti c picture frames, name tags and plastic trophies . Nev intakes into 
this department are given training and superVision by its senior members. 
b) Art Department 
Th.is department produces painted posters, sign boards, paintin8& 
and interior decorations. It also coordinates with other departments by 
providing them many new resigns and new ideas, especially the handicraft 
and plastic departments. 
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o) Carpentry Department 
Produces chai~s, tables, cupboards, book shelves and various 
oarpentry work which also include the varnishii::ig and reconditioning of 
old furnitures. This department is very useful as ita products are relevant 
to the extensions of the Pusat Pertolongan. Residents who are interested 
in carpentry work are given training by the more skilful and experienced 
m.embere. 
d) Handicraft Department 
This is a small department with a few residents who have had 
past experience in this field. They produce products like bamboo pen holders, 
aesamvood key ohains and assannrood pictures. 
a) Horticulture Department 
This department purchases plants and grows ma.oy species of plants. 
These plants are for decorative purposes and quite often the plants are 
given to other houses. 
t) Other Departments 
This comprise of the administrative and clerical. departments 
'Which is wholly responsible for all pa.per work of the house . The 
maintenance department upkeepsthe house and the kitchen department is 
responsible f or marketing and cooking of food for the family. 
Work in Pusat Industry is similar to that in outside life. All 
residents are expected to be responsible and independent where work is 
concerned. 
Hovever, the importance of the ' tools of the house ' are not to be 
negl ected. Seminars, games and meetings are important sessiona that help 
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the residents to understand the benefits of a working therapy house. 
After working hours , the. residents are given the chance to relax and to 
confront and probe into each other!problems, frustrations and ideas. 
!!!napment 
As usual , the head of the administration is the Officer ln Charge 
vho is a staff and is assisted by the House Coordinator, an inmate of the 
house. Below them are the various departmental heads. Management crews 
a.re selected from vithin the Pusat Industry or the Pusat Kamajuan. Unlike 
the rest of the houses which are located in Batu Gajah, Pusat Kemajuan is 
located in Kampu.ng Bercham, Ipoh • 
.§.tMe 4 - Pusat Kemaju.an 
It is a final stage house in vhioh all inmates must pass through 
in order to be a graduate of the Pusat Pertolongan. As such it is a house 
consisting of the most senior inmates with a deeper understa.n~ of the 
T.c. program. 
!reatment 
Work therapy is a major part of the treatment program. Kemajuan 
is a bu.ainesa house. The house is an 869nt for a popular fruit drink and 
inma.tea a.re required to do dool:\-to-door selling of this product. The house 
had also set up two food stalls in Ipoh Garden Gourmet Square . .Uao at the 
time of the atudy, a restaurant to be run by the house vas under construction 
in Ipob Carden. 
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i'he aim of this house is to provide the inmates with an 
exposure to society , programming them for a gradual re- entry into 
society . The second aim is to provide supplementary income , if possible . 
All members of the house are by now highly responsible and mature 
individuals . They are given much trust and freedom in the sense that 
they are allowed to handle money . 
In the appli cati on of the ' tools of the house ', the game and 
learning experiences are used more than the rest of the tools. Instant 
learning experience is given without hesitation should intolerable 
attitudes surface . Hair cuts are conducted in a counselling- like 
approach instead of the usual for ceful approach . Residents also had 
to relate to the whole family befor e curfew at the end of the day. 
Management 
Management is headed by an Of !icer In Charge who is a staff 
member and assisted by the House Coordinator , who is an inmate. 
Directly under them are the heads of the saleG , accounting and finance 
administrative , maintenance and kitchen departments . All officials 
a.re chosen from within their ovn house . 
By the combining efforts of the 'tools of the house ' and 
work therapy , inmates vould then be able to develop a positive attitude 
towards life and are taught many r esponsibilities so that they might 
be independent and responsible when they graduate from the centre. 
In tne centre , almost all duties are carried out by t he inmates . 
Tb.ere are only 12 ataff member s in the centre at the time of the 
study . 
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The conditions for graduation are based on a merit system. 
All new inmates start .at zero . Stage 1 residents are rated 1 to 7, 
Stage 2 from 8 to 12, Stage 3 from 13 to 15 and Stage 4 from 16 to 18. 
After Stage 4, inmates are allowed to leave the centre on probation. 
Upon reaching a rating of 20, an inmate is a qualified graduate . All 
inmates muet pass through all the stages in order to qualify for 
graduation. Any inmates who are not benefiting from the programs are 
shot down to a lower rank. A cooperative inmate would spend an 
average of 2 months in each stage . 
Bowever , the concept of graduation does not apply to government 
servants and students . Suoh inmates arc rushed through all phases of 
the programs as quickly as possible and discharged . 
!he Respondent ' s Attitudes Towards The Rehabilitation Programs 
The views of the Stage 1 respondents differed greatly from 
the Stage 2, 3 and 4 respondents. Since the programs are new to Stage 1 
respondents , they are not very sure about its relevance and importance . 
Out of the Stage 1 inmates being interviewed, 3 did not give any 
opinions saying that they had yet to understand the programs . One 
Stage 1 respondent was not sure whether the rehabilitation program 
~ould be beneficial but expressed a willingness to participate . 
However, all of the stages 2 , 3 and 4 (86. ?% or 26 of the 
respondents) had a positive view towards the program . Moat said that 
for the first time in their lives they were in contact with reality. 
The programs enabled them to acquire a sense of responsibility , honesty, 
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trust and mutual understanding . Everyone in the centre learned to 
respect each other. All staff and officers are referred to as 
'abange' or brothers by other inmates . Laziness and vulgar vocabulary 
w~~e eradicated by learning experience . 
The cardinal rule of the centres helped to maintain tho 
existing spirit of the respondents . The cardinal rules were: 
1) No drugs or any other forms of intoxication. 
2) ?lo violence or threat of violence . 
3) Good moral . 
The positive attitudes of the respondents were reinforced by 
the fact that many had tried to stop drugs on their own but failed . 
11tA.t 
At the centre they had begun to realise~the social and emotional 
aspects of drug rehabilitation~ most important . 
'When asked whether the treatment would help to prevent their 
being labelled as addicts when they leave the centre , the respondents 
~ere doubtful . Almost all of the respondents were not sure whether 
rehabilitation would prevent a continued labelling aa drug addict . 
Bowever 1they are confident that with the help of the rehabilitation 
programs they would be able to prove to society that they could be 
normal law abiding citizens. As such, label l i ng may be leos likely 
to occur when they rejoin society. 
Only one respondent felt that rehabilitation program was 
ineffective in preventing relabelJ.ing of inmates . This respondent 
stated that although the program vas good, it vas not given enough 
publicity. Many members of the public were not aware of what is 
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going on inside the centre. Ke reiterated that many phase 4 inmates 
were discriminated by members of the public when they went out to 
sell their products. He noted that the degree of labelling experienced 
by inmates had been immense . 
!"Valuation of the Treatment Programme 
The treatment programme of the Centre emphasizes character 
modification. This is apparently positively acceptod by most of the 
respondents. Modifying the respondent's character would strengthen 
his ability to fight against relapses . It would to some extent , 
mentally prepare him to fend off any further drug involvement or 
negative societal reaction , when he leaves the Centre . The use of the 
various methods of 'learning experience' is commendable since they are 
fairly informal and allow for · ~otong-royong' spirit enhances unity 
against a common foe - drug addiction. The intense , searing interaction 
and voicing of views Jib~rates the drug addict and provides the means 
by which he may understand himself through others . The program succeeds 
if the drug addict ie able to interact with others in their community, 
which is representative of our Malaysian society . 
The rehabilitation programme does , however , have some 
Weaknesses. (i) it is difficult to measure the respondent's progress ; 
and (ii) the Centre lacks a vocational training programme . 
(i) The fact that cooperativeness and exemplary behaviour 
~~ indicationsof successful participation in the 
progro.m may be deceiving. It may simply imply the 
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inmate has been pressurized to conform. As such 
the possibility remains that inmates may leave 
the Centre without any radical change in their 
character . This may be especially true in the 
case of the government servants who are rushed 
through the programmes. 
(ii) Majority of the respondents complained that the 
Centre does not have a vocational training programme. 
The inmates are only trained in handicraft skills, 
simple carpentry and home gardening. The crux of 
the issue is that only those who are interested 
are sent to Pusat Industry for the above training . 
It mu.st be noted that twelve respondents did not 
have any working experience prior to their 
admission. In these cases, vocational training 
is required to provide them with the appropriate 
skills. The graduate of the Centre who is faced 
with unemployment may experience frustration . 
And this may lead to reoidiviam. 
Despite the above flaws , the Centre's rehabilitation 
programme is being developed in order to onaure better treatment. 
ln t he early years , the Centre had a very authoritarian rehabilitation 
programme that stressed on punishment . Fortunately, the present 
programme is tempered with years of experience and the element of 
Patience and understanding. 
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Conclusion 
All the respondents in the study had undergone negative 
societal reaction and labelling. I.a.belling adds fuel to the problems 
of the respondents. Not only does society frown on drug addiction 
and the addicto but it levers social sanctions . The social sanctions 
either restrict or deny any financial support of addiction and the 
accessibility of drugs . The marked lack of any positive reaction can 
Ohly mean that the respondent netrog~ades increasingly. Further 
deviation results from the obsession to find even illegal means to 
pay for their habit . Desperation increases until the respondent 
'bottoms-out' forcibly or willingly and seeks treatment . 
The Centre ' s program has been able to a great extent , to 
understand the intrinsic dements behind drug addiction . Its emphasis 
on attitudinal and character modifications allows the respondent to 
infuse confidence in himself by learning more about himself and 
achieving a sense of ae1f respect . Character modification in this 
sense may minimise the possibility of a relapse . It possibly reduces 
the effects of the stereotyping of the drug addict and provides 
immunity against further stereotyping of the respondent who emerges 
from the Centre as an ex-drug addict . 
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Recommendations 
1) A drug r ehabilitation centre should not only provide for actual 
physical drug withdrawal and character modifications but should 
also have a vocational training program . Rehabilitated inmates 
must have the necessary skills to obtain suitable jobs. 
Pemadam (Pereatuan Meneegah Salah Guna Dadah , Malaysia) :for 
instance , baa a halfway house in Kuala Lumpur - it provides some 
vocational training to ex- drug addi cts to enable them to readjust 
comfortably into society . This , however , is still a relatively 
recent venture . 
2) Drug rehabilitation must draw wide community support in order to 
be fully effective in the society . Schools , public and private 
commercial sectors and government agencies in supporting the 
above may encourage core drug addicts resorting to drug 
rehabilitation . Just as important , is the responsibility and 
willingness of government and private commercial sectors to 
help ex- inmates find suitable employment . l!lnployere who had 
initially dismissed those who were drug addicts should take 
them back if and when they are cured . A positive attitude 
towards ex- drug addicts would help them to become normal 
citizens. 
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Limitations of The Stud.y 
The study focuses on respondento who were at the time of 
the study undergoing rehabilitation. A study of labelling would be 
more compact and complete if it considered not only respondents which 
are undergoing rehabilitation but also thooe who are not being 
rehabilitated and those who have been rehabilitated. Drug addicts 
that have not undergone rehabilitation may react differently to 
labelling . In the study, one major consequence of labelling was the 
eventual decision of the respondent to undergo rehabilitation. 
La.belling of addicts that have not been rehabilitated may have 
different consequences . The author is not at liberty to state the 
different consequences since he was unable to interview any of them . 
In the study , the author was only able to make an arbitrary 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the Centre's rehabilitation 
programme. A follow- up study of ex- inmates of the Centre is 
necessary to make an accurate evaluation . 
Suggesti ons For Further Study 
To throw mere light on the labelling perspective of drug 
addiction and the methods and degree of effect i veness of drug 
rehabilitation in Malaysia, the following studies are recommended: 
1) A study of labelling and its consequences on drug-addicts 
which had not been r ehabilitated. 
2) A study on the l ife- style of drug-addicts which has not 
experienced any for m of labelling or those who has 
experienced only minimal amount of label ling. This 
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would be useful in understanding more fully the 
labelli~g perapective of drug addiction. 
3) A stuay of inmates who had undergone complete 
rehabilitation at the Puaat Pertolongan or any 
other rehabilitation centres, so as to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the contres rehabilitation 
programmes. And to find out whether they had 
been relabelled and if so, how it affects them. 
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Plate 2 . A sample of the productivity 
of the Art Departoent . 
Plate 1 . A form of learning experience : 
wearing a placard. 
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Plate 3. The results ot in.mates handiwork, Pusat Industry. 
Plate 4o Creativity is encouraged as noted in the making 
of assam wood plaques . 
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Plate 5. A part of the rehabilitation programDe: seminars 
are carried formally (Plate 5) and informally (Plate 6) . 
Plate 6 . 
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Plate ?. A sample of the group lear ning exper ience -
they are required to promenade around the centre . 
Pl.ate 8. Pusat Kemajuan, Kampung Bercam , Ipoh . 
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Plate 9 . Rehabilitation does not exclude recreation 
(Pl ate 9 and P1ate 10) . 
Plate 10. 
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